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1. INTRODUCTION 
The JTE Dashboard is a metric-driven tool to track performance of all councils 
throughout the organization.   Councils will be ranked in 17 criteria within the areas of 
Finance, Membership, Programs, Unit Service and Leadership & Governance. 
Recognition will be applied at the gold, silver and bronze levels via organizationally 
determined benchmarks and performance improvement indicators at the council level. 

At this time, the dashboard is not designed to drill into the district or unit levels. 
 
Metrics displayed on the dashboard are displayed to give insight needed to make 
effective management and resource allocation decisions.  At the council level, gold 
performers will be featured for each of the 17 criteria based on their excellence within 
the determined standard benchmark.  
 
Benchmarks for each of the 17 criteria are set at different levels, as each of the criteria 
measure different things.  Refer to page 10 to see a chart that summarizes the 
benchmarks and score structure for each criterion.  The Dashboard will change each 
year, as will some criteria, in response to continuous improvement over time.   
 
Additional resources for training videos and presentation slides can be sourced: 
 

The JTE webpage on www.scouting.org will be accessible via the Volunteer 
button.  Users can then click on the Council’s Journey to Excellence link just 
under the Quick links heading.   
 

 
Before logging onto the dashboard, system requirements are very important to address 
right away.  The answer to a majority of questions related to viewing the dashboard just 
might be right under your NOSE: 
 
Numbered position code:  Confirm the access level of user. (Section 3) 
Operating System Browser:  Confirm browser version in use. (Section 4) 
Settings:  Determine if java script is enabled. (Section 4) 
Exception rule:  Note if the user holds two different positions, they should have access 
to the next level of view. (Section 3) 
 

 
 
2. DASHBOARD STAKEHOLDERS 
The Dashboard is a tool of the Journey to Excellence Program, which was developed by 
a Strategic Taskforce of BSA staff and volunteers.  The development of the dashboard is 
in accordance to monitoring the continuous improvement being driven by the JTE 

http://www.scouting.org/
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program.  People below have been directly involved with the Dashboard from the 
blueprint to end product.   
 

 

Dashboard Development Representative (s) 

Mission Impact- JTE Program Chuck Keathley (Dashboard Sponsor) 

Mission Impact- SMEs Jeff Rand (Data) and Mike Watkins (Program) 

IDG- Data Management Jan Haase and Tom Ritchey 
 
 

3. ACCESS & PERMISSIONS 
Access and permissions are broken down into two main groups:  MyBSA users and 
MyScouting users.  All those with accounts on MyBSA are granted access to the JTE 
Dashboard.  The permissions for viewing the Dashboard generally follow this 
relationship tier:   
 

 
 

There are two exceptions to the rule structure above:   
 

1. If a volunteer is registered in two levels, they will be given the higher level of 
view. 

2. If a volunteer is registered in two locations at the same level, they will be given 
the higher level of view.   

 

While those with accounts on MyBSA will be automatically be granted access to the 
dashboard, there is a matrix to explain who will or will not receive access to the JTE 
Dashboard from MyScouting.  
 
When cross checking roles & codes with callers needing help accessing the dashboard, 
it may be possible that they are registered incorrectly or their file has not been 
updated.  In these cases, council or district level volunteers should contact their 
council registrar to update and submit their paperwork.  At the area/region/national 
levels contact the national service desk at 972-580-2267.  
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JTE MyScouting Access Security Matrix 
 

   Dashboard 
Access 

Permitted 

Dashboard 
Access Not 
Permitted 

BSA Organization 
Positions 

Code MyScouting Position Description  

LFL Non-Unit 
Committee  

34 Council LFL Committee Chmn X  

 34M Council LFL Committee Participants  X 

 63 District LFL Committee Chmn  X 

 63M District LFL Committee Mbr  X 

Non-Unit Cncl 
Registrations 

11 Council President X  

 12 Council Vice President X  

 13 Council Treasurer X  

 14 Council Asst. Treasurer X  

 15 Council Commissioner X  

 16 Asst. Council Commissioner X  

 41 Council Executive Board Mbr X  

 42 Merit Badge Counselor  X 

 42F Merit Badge Counselor (fee paid)  X 

 44 Council Honorary Mbr  X 

 45 Council Associate Mbr  X 

 46 Council Advisory Council X  

 47 Council Committee Mbr X  

 48 Council Mbr at Large X  

 87 Council Scout Supplier  X 

 95 Scout Alumnus  X 

Non-Unit Dist 
Registrations 

49 Camp Staff (Adult)  X 

 61 District Chmn X  

 62 District Vice Chmn  X 

 64 Neighborhood Chmn  X 

 65 Neighborhood Committee  X 

 75 District Mbr at Large  X 

 79 District Committee Mbr  X 

 80 Unit Commissioner  X 

 81 District Commissioner X  

 82 Asst. Dist Commissioner  X 

 83 Roundtable Commissioner  X 

 84 Roundtable Staff  X 

 91 Scouter Reserve  X 

 92 College Scouter Reserve  X 

Cncl Professional 
and Staff 

54 Council Employee  X 

 E31C Learning for Life Director X  

 E33C Learning for Life Executive X  

 E34C Senior Learning for Life Exec X  

 E38 Paraprofessional LFL Program Aid  X 

 E39 Paraprofessional LFL Coordinator  X 

 E10 Scout Executive X  

 E20 Director of Field Service X  

 E21 Asst. Scout Executive X  

 E23 Borough Scout Executive X  

 E24 Asst.  Director of Field Service X  

 E30 Field Director X  

 E31 Learning for Life Director X  
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   Dashboard 
Access 

Permitted 

Dashboard 
Access Not 
Permitted 

BSA Organization 
Positions 

Code MyScouting Position Description  

 E33 Learning for Life Executive X  

 E34 Senior Learning for Life Executive X  

 E35 Exploring Director X  

 E36 Exploring Field Director X  

 E40 Director of Learning for Life X  

 E41 District Executive X  

 E42 District Paraprofessional  X 

 E43 District Preprofessional  X 

 E44 Exploring Executive X  

 E45 District Director X  

 E46 Program Paraprofessional  X 

 E48 Senior District Executive X  

 E49 Senior Exploring Executive X  

 E50 Director Support Services X  

 E60 Director Finance Services X  

 E70 Director Camping Services X  

 E80 Program Director X  

 E90 Camping Director X  

 E91 Activities Director X  

 E92 Training Director X  

 E93 Public Relations Director X  

 E95 Office Manager X  

 E96 Business Manager X  

 E97 Special Position Professional X  

 E98 Endowment Director X  

 E99 Finance Director X  

Non-Unit Nat’l 
Volunteers 

C2 National Honorary Mbr  X 

 C3 National Mbr at Large X  

 C4 National Committee Chmn X  

 C5 National Executive Board Mbr X  

 C6 National Advisory Council Mbr X  

 C7 Life Mbr  X 

 202 National Scout Commissioner X  

 210 Museum Volunteer  X 

Nat’l Professionals 
and Staff 

C1 Consultant  X 

 E1 National Staff X  

 E2 National Council Employee  X 

 E3 Camp Staff  X 

Retirees F1 Professional Scouter Retired  X 

 F2 Employee Retired  X 

 F3 Professional Scouter in Transition  X 

 F4 Professional Scouter on LTD  X 

 F5 Employee’s Spouse (widow or widower)  X 

Non-Unit Reg’l 
Volunteers 

A1 Regional President X  

 A2 Area President X  

 A3 Regional Executive Board X  

 A4 Regional Committee Mbr X  

 A5 Honorary Mbr  X 

 A6 Regional Vice President X  

 A7 Regional Committee Chmn X  
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   Dashboard 
Access 

Permitted 

Dashboard 
Access Not 
Permitted 

BSA Organization 
Positions 

Code MyScouting Position Description  

 A8 Area Vice President X  

 A9 Regional Advisory Council X  

 A10 Regional Commissioner X  

 A11 Area Commissioner X  

Reg’l Professionals 
and Staff 

B1 Regional Staff X  

 B2 Regional Employee X  

 
 

3. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
The dashboard is designed to work on several different types of devices:  PCs, Macs, 
tablets, and smart phones.  This includes use on the iPad, iPhone, Blackberry and Droid 
devices.   
 
To function in this range of devices, the dashboard was built in Java Script and should be 
viewed in the following browsers: 
 
Safari 5 or higher 
Internet Explorer 7 or higher 
Firefox 3.6 or higher 
 
To confirm Java Script is enabled, users need to go to their tools or preference settings 
on their specific browser.  The following bullets outline how to enable Java Script on the 
three browsers; however the first thing you should do is verify the browser version 
and strongly suggest upgrading their browser if their version is outdated.   
 

 



 

 

Internet Explorer quit producing IE for Macs several years ago, so if users are on a Mac and 1 

are using IE, the dashboard will not work.  All users must be using IE 7 or above if on a PC.   2 

 3 

Upgrades to IE 8 will impact those who use the Crystal Reports Viewer (unrelated to the 4 

Dashboard).  Ask if the user views these reports, and if so, it may be best to recommend an 5 

upgrade to IE 7 instead.  If they prefer IE 8, they must enable their “ActiveX” controls:   6 

  7 
1. Open Internet Explorer 8 8 

2. From the Tools menu, select Internet Options 9 

3. From the new pop-up window, select the Security tab 10 

4. Make sure that you highlight Internet 11 

5. Click on the Custom level button 12 

6. The Security Settings menu will now come into view 13 

7. Scroll down the settings until you reach “ActiveX Controls and Plug-Ins 14 

 15 

 16 

4.  DATA, CALCULATIONS AND SCORING 17 

 18 

The Dashboard is fed with the prior month of data on the 8th.  Finance information will be 19 

pushed to the Dashboard twice more each month, on the 16th and 28th. It is important to 20 

have reports submitted by the 6th for displaying the most current data possible.  21 

 22 

Data sources for all criteria on the JTE Dashboard are taken from BSA databases, no 23 

additional data entry is needed beyond what is already being entered into the system with 24 

only one exception which is identified below*:     25 

•  Finance Facts              • PAS Production              • Camping e-forms  26 

•  UVTS v.2.0                   • Unit-serving Executive Count (Human Resources) 27 
   *A Board assessment e-form is available at the Leadership Criteria Detail Screen. 28 

 29 

Calculation Overviews 30 

 31 

#1.  FISCAL MANAGEMENT:  Fiscal Management levels are based on a ratio of a council’s 32 

unrestricted net assets in the operating fund divided by total operating expenses for the 33 

most recent year-end. The performance standard could be a factor in how a council’s score 34 

is decided. 35 

 36 

#2.  FUNDRAISING:  This criterion measures the increase in council-generated net 37 

contributions in the operating fund when compared to the same month last year.  Council-38 

generated contribution areas include Net FOS, project sales, net special events, 39 

foundations and trusts, and other direct support accounts.  The associated reclassification 40 

accounts are also included. .  The performance standard is not a factor in how this criterion 41 

is scored. 42 

 43 

#3.  ENDOWMENT:  The objective of this criterion is to add permanently restricted gifts to 44 

the endowment fund.  The calculation is driven by the total of permanently restricted 45 
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contributions recorded during the calendar year, divided by total expenses that exist in the 46 

operating fund. The performance standard is not a factor in how this criterion is scored. 47 

 48 

#4.  MARKET SHARE:  The way this criterion is calculated is the total of Lone Cub Scouts, 49 

Cub Scouts, Lone Boy Scouts, Boy Scouts, Varsity Scouts, Venturers, Sea Scouts, and 50 

Explorers, divided by the total available youth. The performance standard could be a factor 51 

in how a council’s score is decided.  This number may not correspond to other sources that 52 

display a density calculation that only counts traditional membership. Determined 53 

standard numbers are set by year-end measures and will be apportioned throughout the 54 

year. 55 

 56 

#5:  MEMBERSHIP GROWTH:  This measurement is based on the difference between the 57 

total of Lone Cub Scouts, Cub Scouts, Lone Boy Scouts, Boy Scouts, Varsity Scouts, 58 

Venturers, Sea Scouts, and Explorers, divided by the prior year totals for the same groups. 59 

The performance standard is not a factor in how this criterion is scored. 60 

 61 

#6:  YOUTH RETENTION:  This criterion tracks the number of traditional youth that remain 62 

registered one year later. The performance standard could be a factor in how a council’s 63 

score is decided. 64 

 65 

#7:  CUB SCOUT ADVANCEMENT:  The rank advancement rate is determined by the total 66 

number of Cub Scouts earning at least one rank during the year divided by total Cub 67 

Scouts.  Ranks counted include Bobcat, Tiger, Wolf, Bear, Webelos, and Arrow of Light.  68 

The ranks will be counted in the business period they are entered into ScoutNET either 69 

through council input or Internet Advancement.  For example, if a council records a rank in 70 

February that was actually earned last December, it will be counted in February.  This way 71 

this council will not be comparing its advancement rate to a growing history. Determined 72 

standard numbers are set by year-end measures and will be apportioned throughout the 73 

year.  The performance standard could be a factor in how a council’s score is decided. 74 

 75 

#8:  BOY SCOUT ADVANCEMENT:  The rank advancement rate is determined by total 76 

number of Boy Scouts and Varsity Scouts earning at least one rank during the year divided 77 

by total Boy Scouts and Varsity Scouts.  Ranks counted include Tenderfoot, Second Class, 78 

First Class, Star, Life, and Eagle.  The ranks will be counted in the business period they are 79 

entered into ScoutNET either through council input or Internet Advancement.  For 80 

example, if a council records a rank in February that was actually earned last December, it 81 

will be counted in February.  This way this council will not be comparing its advancement 82 

rate to a growing history. Determined standard numbers are set by year-end measures and 83 

will be apportioned throughout the year. The performance standard could be a factor in 84 

how a council’s score is decided. 85 

 86 

#9:  CUB SCOUT CAMPING:  This criterion is measured by a council’s Cub Scouts that attend 87 

any in-council or out-of-council day camp and/or resident camp, divided by Cub Scout 88 
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membership on June 30th.  The performance standard could be a factor in how a council’s 89 

score is decided. 90 

 91 

#10:  BOY SCOUT CAMPING:  This measurement tracks the a council’s total number of Boy 92 

Scouts and Varsity Scouts attending any in-council or out-of-council long-term summer 93 

camp, high-adventure experience, jamboree, or serving on camp staff, divided by the total 94 

number of Boy Scouts and Varsity Scouts registered on June 30. The performance standard 95 

could be a factor in how a council’s score is decided. 96 

 97 

#11:  COMMUNITY SERVICE:  This measurement tracks the total service hours by Scouts, 98 

leaders, and other participants recorded on the Journey to Excellence service hours 99 

website. Determined standard numbers are set by year-end measures and will be 100 

apportioned throughout the year.  The performance standard could be a factor in how a 101 

council’s score is decided. 102 

 103 

#12:  YOUTH-SERVING EXECUTIVES:  This measurement is determined by the most typical 104 

number (modal average) of youth-serving executives employed during the year, divided by 105 

total available youth population. The performance standard is not a factor in how this 106 

criterion is scored. 107 

 108 

#13:  COMMISSIONER SERVICE:  The measurement for the determined standard is the 109 

number of registered unit commissioners (Position Code 80) divided by the number of total 110 

traditional units.  The growth factor compares the number of unit commissioners in the 111 

current year to the number for the same month last year and divides by the last year’s 112 

total. The performance standard could be a factor in how a council’s score is decided. 113 

 114 

#14:  UNIT VISITATIONS:  This status is determined by the number of unique units receiving 115 

six or more visits or contacts as reported in the Unit Visit Tracking System (UVTS), divided 116 

by the total number of traditional units. The performance standard is not a factor in how 117 

this criterion is scored.  118 

 119 

#15:  COUNCIL LEADERSHIP:  This criterion tracks council Key 3 and executive board 120 

orientations.  Bronze recognizes council Key 3 orientation, and silver recognizes executive 121 

board orientation.  For gold, the executive board needs to complete an on-line board 122 

assessment. The performance standard is not a factor in how this criterion is scored. 123 

 124 

#16:  DISTRICT LEADERSHIP: This measurement is determined by the number of total 125 

district committee members registered divided by the number of districts containing 126 

traditional units. The performance standard could be a factor in how a council’s score is 127 

decided. 128 

 129 

#17:  UNIT LEADERSHIP: Number of people registered in direct contact positions (CM, TL, 130 

DL, WL, SM, NL, VC, and SK) completing basic training requirements for their positions, 131 
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divided by the total number of positions listed above. The performance standard could be 132 

a factor in how a council’s score is decided. 133 

 134 

Criteria without a Performance Standard include, as identified within the calculations 135 

above:  136 

#2- Fundraising            #3- Endowment             137 

#5- Youth Growth      #12- Youth-serving Executives 138 

#14- Unit Visitation    #15- Council Leadership 139 

 140 

Calculation Benchmarks 141 

 142 

The following chart designates the point structure differences for each criterion, with the 143 

benchmarks for the Determined Standard. The Performance Standard is a factor in some, 144 

but not all criteria.  There is no “rounding up” when determining calculations.  145 

 146 
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          147 
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                          The total points for recognition are adjusted in the fall to include points for camping: 148 

 149 

 150 
 151 

 152 

6.  PERCEIVED VARIATION AND CRITERIA PARTICULARS 153 

 154 

Some metrics on the Dashboard may vary from other sources of information on ScoutNet.  155 

Where there is variation with these numbers, it has been explained on the specific criteria 156 

detail screen.  Below is a list of all criteria where some variation in the numbers may exist, 157 

with clarification on any other criteria particulars where applicable. 158 

 159 

#1.  FISCAL MANAGEMENT:  This criterion includes transfers, which may be different from 160 

numbers seen on ScoutNet (which does not include transfers) 161 

  162 

#7.  CUB SCOUT ADVANCEMENT:  Advancements for this criterion are counted on the basis 163 

of the number of youth advancing rather than the gross number.  Gross numbers entered 164 

on e-forms or not assigned to individual boys will not be counted. 165 

 166 

#8.  BOY SCOUT ADVANCEMENT:  Advancements for this criterion are counted on the basis 167 

of the number of youth advancing rather than the gross number.  Gross numbers entered 168 

on e-forms or not assigned to individual boys will not be counted. 169 

 170 

#9 & 10.  CUB SCOUT and BOY SCOUT CAMPING:  Due to the seasonality, the camping data 171 

will be available September through December, and will remain unchanged during this 172 

time period.  Data for this criterion were collected via camping e-forms. 173 

 174 

#11.  COMMUNITY SERVICE:  Data taken for this criteria’s history was sourced from the 175 

Good Turn for America platform.  Service hours can now be entered at 176 

https://scoutnet.scouting.org/gtfa/ui/security/login.aspx  177 

 178 

#13.  COMMISSIONER SERVICE:  Every person registered in an “80” position code is 179 

counted, even if that person holds a multiple registration. 180 

 181 

#14. UNIT VISITATIONS:  To be counted in December, a unit needs at least six visits or 182 

contacts during year.  During the rest of year the number of visits needed will be prorated 183 

to the number of months elapsed.  For example, at the end of January or February, a unit 184 

needs only one visit or contact to be counted. 185 

 186 
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#15. COUNCIL LEADERSHIP:  To update this council’s record of council leadership training, 187 

please visit the criteria detail screen for #15 and fill out the e-form and submit.  This 188 

information will be reflected in the next schedule data transfer.   189 

 190 

#16. DISTRICT LEADERSHIP:  Every person registered with a 61, 62, 64, 75 or 79 position 191 

code is counted, even if that person holds a multiple registration.   192 

 193 

#17. UNIT LEADERSHIP:  This criterion is currently being aligned with existing MyBSA 194 

information.  For now, this criterion will consider the following as part of the direct contact 195 

grouping: CM, TL, DL, WL, SM, NL, VC and SK.   196 

 197 

 198 

199 
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7.  SCREEN SHOTS 200 

 201 

NATIONAL OVERVIEW 202 

User Permission:   203 

 National/Regional/Area Professions 204 

 National Staff 205 

 National Volunteers 206 

 207 
 208 

209 
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REGION OVERVIEW 210 

User Permission:   211 

 National/Regional/Area Professions 212 

 National Staff 213 

 National Volunteers 214 

 Region Volunteers (by assigned region) 215 

 216 
 217 

 218 

 219 

220 
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AREA OVERVIEW 221 

User Permission:   222 

 National/Regional/Area Professions 223 

 National Staff 224 

 National Volunteers 225 

 Area Volunteers (by assigned area) 226 

 227 

 228 
 229 

230 
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 231 

 AREA DETAIL SCREEN 232 

User Permission:   233 

 National/Regional/Area Professions 234 

 National Staff 235 

 National Volunteers 236 

 Region Volunteers (by assigned region) 237 

 Area Volunteers (by assigned area) 238 

 239 
 240 

241 
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COUNCIL OVERVIEW 242 

User Permission:   243 

 National/Regional/Area Professions 244 

 National Staff 245 

 National Volunteers 246 

 Region Volunteers (by assigned region 247 

 Area Volunteers (by assigned area) 248 

 Council Employees 249 

 Council Volunteers  250 

 District Chairs  251 

 District Commissioners  252 

 253 
254 
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CRITERIA DETAIL SCREEN 255 

User Permission:   256 

 National/Regional/Area Professions 257 

 National Staff 258 

 National Volunteers 259 

 Region Volunteers (by assigned region 260 

 Area Volunteers (by assigned area) 261 

 Council Employees 262 

 Council Volunteers  263 

 District Chairs  264 

 District Commissioners  265 

 266 
 267 
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9.  PRINTING 268 

 269 

In order to print, please note the tab on the upper left of the screen with the printer icon.  270 

This will send the screen being viewed to your default printer dialogue box.  To see 271 

everything you are seeing on your computer printed, please click “show backgrounds” 272 

option, which is worded slightly different for different printers.   273 

 274 

 275 

Internet Explorer 8 (see under “options” tab in the print dialog box) 276 

 277 

 278 
 279 

280 
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Internet Explorer 7 (Set-up under “Options Menu” from Internet settings) 281 

 282 
 283 

 284 

Using Safari 2+ 285 

 286 
 287 
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 288 

 289 

Using Firefox 3.6+ 290 

 291 
292 
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8.  GLOSSARY 293 

 294 

DASHBOARD SCREEN NAMES  295 

 296 

 Criteria Detail screen= The most granular part of the dashboard.  This is where each 297 

criteria detail is broken down to show performance at the Determined Standard and 298 

Performance Standard (where applicable) levels.  This screen also gives an overview of 299 

the points earned as it might pertain to the recognition received for that criterion (gold, 300 

silver or bronze).  An overview of the approach used for the calculation as well as 301 

benchmark divisions in between gold, silver and bronze are also clearly displayed here.  302 

Finally, this is also where additional detail regarding any perceived variation in the 303 

metric (as compared to what might be on ScoutNet for example) will be explained.   304 

 305 

 Council Overview screen= This screen featured all 17 criteria for a single council.  This is 306 

the landing page for everyone with council-level access.  The Council Overview screen 307 

offers a quick overview of all status levels for each criterion.  The Determined Standard 308 

gauge and the Percent Improvement by Performance can be viewed within each of the 309 

17 criteria tiles as well.   310 

 311 

 Area Overview screen= This screen gives the percentage of improved councils based on 312 

performance and points.  It also allows a glimpse into the Composite Score year over 313 

year comparisons for all councils within that area as well as the overall recognition 314 

levels for each.  An aggregate overall score average for all councils in this area is also 315 

featured in the header of this screen. A point average for all area councils for each of 316 

the strategic areas is included.*  317 

 318 

 Area Detail screen= This screen allows users to choose a criteria and gain insight to the 319 

performance of that criteria across all councils within that area.  320 

 321 

 Region Overview screen= This screen gives the percentage of improved councils based 322 

on performance and points. An aggregate overall score average for all councils in this 323 

region is also featured in the header of this screen. A point average for all region 324 

councils for each of the strategic areas is included.* 325 

 326 

 Region Detail screen= This screen allows users to choose a criteria and gain insight to 327 

the performance of that criteria across all councils within that region.   328 

 329 

 National Overview screen= This screen gives the percentage of improved councils 330 

based on performance and points. An aggregate overall score average for all councils in 331 

the nation is also featured in the header of this screen. A point average for all councils 332 

within the organization for each of the strategic areas is included.* 333 

 334 
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 National Detail screen= This screen allows users to choose a criteria and gain insight to 335 

the performance of that criteria across all councils within that region.   336 

 337 

*  Of note, all Area, Region and National Overview screens include the percentage of 338 

improved councils based on points from all councils’ composite scores (sliders on the 339 

right side of the screen).  It also includes percentage of improved councils based on 340 

performance (tiles in the center left bulk of the screen).   341 

 342 

DASHBOARD ELEMENTS TERMINOLOGY 343 

 344 

 Determined Standard= The data-driven determiner of status levels. The Determined 345 

Standard is always represented by a gauge and is only on the Council Overview and 346 

Criteria Detail Screens. 347 

 348 

 Performance Standard= The performance-driven determiner of status levels.  Always 349 

represented within a graph. The Performance Standard is always represented by a 350 

chart and is only on the Criteria Detail Screen. 351 

 352 

 Percent Improvement= The representation of movement for the current month of 353 

measurement as compared to the same month, last year.   Always represented with an 354 

up, down or leveled arrow and a corresponding number. Percent Improvement is 355 

relative according to the metric it is placed next to.  Ie) If Percentage Improvement is 356 

next to the Composite Score bar, then it represents the year over year change of the 357 

Composite Score.  358 

 359 

 Composite Score= The total number of points scored by a council, as tallied via the 17 360 

criteria, over the total number of points available for that period.  Composite scores are 361 

only listed on council level screens and are color-coded with areas that denote bronze, 362 

silver or gold ranges. 363 

 364 

 Percentage Improved Councils based on Performance= This measurement functions to 365 

give an overview of the percent of improved councils based on performance either at 366 

the area, region or national overviews.   367 

 368 

 Percentage Improved Councils based on Points= This measurement functions to give an 369 

overview of the percent of improved councils based on points either at the area, region 370 

or national overviews. 371 

 372 

 Strategic Area Tiles=  Featured on the area, region and national overview screens, 373 

these tiles will show the average score for all councils based on the overview screen 374 

the user is on. 375 

 376 
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 Fly-Out Navigation Bar= From the Explore tab on the top of all screens, this is where 377 

the navigation is centered.  All options remain open as users cursor over the expansion 378 

options, hence the term “fly-out”.   379 

 380 

 381 

MANAGEMENT TERMINOLOGY 382 

 383 

 Indicator= is anything that can be used to predict future financial or economic trends.  384 

 385 

 Leading indicator= A signal of future events. Think of how the amber traffic light 386 

indicates the coming of the red light.  In market application, these are not always 387 

directly applicable, but may be indicative of trends to come. For example, low 388 

advancement in Boy Scout programs may be an indicator of reduced program demand 389 

at the more advanced levels.   390 

 391 

 Lagging indicator= A signal that follows an event. The importance of a lagging indicator 392 

is its ability to confirm that a pattern is occurring or about to occur.  For example, a 393 

reduction in Endowment and Fundraising would likely be confirmed by the reduction in 394 

a council’s ability to be effective fiscal managers. 395 

 396 

 Balanced Scorecard= A guiding approach to organizational measurements that departs 397 

from traditional measurement by financial data only (which tells a story of events that 398 

have past).  Balanced scorecard is a strategic management system that is based not 399 

only on financial measures, but also customers, processes and employee perspectives.  400 

The balanced scorecard of the BSA is represented within the strategic areas of Finance, 401 

Membership Impact, Programs, Unit Service and Leadership & Governance.  A sixth 402 

strategic area is planned for 2012:  Voice of the Scout.    403 

 404 

9.  FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 405 

 406 

The link to the dashboard does not work for me, why do I keep getting an error message? 407 

The user is likely not coded right in the BSA system.  Double check the user’s position 408 

against the access matrix.  If the user’s position is listed as having permission to the 409 

dashboard, contact IDG to determine how that individual might be coded in the system.  If 410 

coding is off, direct user to re-register / update their paperwork on file (districts and 411 

councils go to their council registrars, areas, regions, and national users contact the 412 

national service desk at 972-580-2267. 413 

 414 

 415 

 416 
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 417 

I can access the dashboard, but when I try to click onto a certain page, it says I do not 418 

have permissions.  What is happening?   419 

 420 

Make sure the user is on an acceptable internet browser and has java script enabled.   421 

 422 

Where can we find a copy of the PowerPoint slide deck for the webinar on the council 423 

dashboard? 424 

The PowerPoint can be found by going to www.scouting.org and click on the Volunteer tab, 425 

then click on Council’s Journey to Excellence found directly under the Quick links heading.  426 

Councils will want to download the file titled “JTE Dashboard Training”. 427 

 428 

How will volunteer access the council dashboard? 429 

Access for volunteers to the dashboard is at www.myscouting.org.  Users will need to log in 430 

to their MyScouting account, go to the Council Tools section and click on the Journey to 431 

Excellence link.   432 

 433 

Is there a print screen button built into the dashboard? 434 

Yes!  There is a print screen button on each page so you can easily print that page for use 435 

at council meetings or for sharing with other people. 436 

 437 

Is there a dashboard for the district and for units? 438 

No.  Since many of the criteria for the district and unit scorecards asks for data that is not 439 

currently inputted into the council computer system, there is set process to retrieve that 440 

data.  We are working on a district dashboard and hope to have one in the next year or 441 

two.  We do have excel spreadsheets for districts and units to help them keep track of their 442 

achievements though, and they can be found on scouting.org and MyBSA. 443 

 444 

Can every council’s dashboard be viewed by any other council? 445 

No.  You will only be able to see your own council’s dashboard.  A nice addition to the 446 

dashboard is that the councils that are at the ‘gold’ level by the determined standard will 447 

be listed in each criterion. 448 

 449 

Will Google Chrome work to run the dashboard? 450 

http://www.scouting.org/
http://www.myscouting.org/
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Yes.  Any ‘type A’ browser should work. 451 

 452 

How often will the data be updated on the dashboard? 453 

All data will be updated three times per month on the 8th, the 16th and the 28th. 454 

 455 

Do the gauges, graphs, and orbs show where the council would be if the year ended that       456 

day, or how far a council has come towards achieving that criterion? 457 

All data on the dashboard shows current accomplishments as captured for the month 458 

prior.  Some of the criteria will show zero (0) for most of the year until the data has been 459 

compiled and entered into the computer system.  What you will see will be a snapshot of 460 

where your council is based on current updates of the prior month’s data as received on 461 

the 8th, 16th and 28th of each month. 462 

 463 

Will the internet advancement system automatically populate to the dashboard? 464 

Yes!  If the advancement has been added for individual scouts it will work.  If the 465 

information was added as a single number for the whole unit, it will not work. 466 

 467 

Will advancements be tracked be tracked from January to December? 468 

Yes, because the council’s achievement of Journey to Excellence goes from January to 469 

December. 470 

 471 

Where do units enter their community service project information so it populates to 472 

criterion #11? 473 

Units will log onto www.scouting.org and click on the Volunteer button and then click on 474 

the Council’s Journey to Excellence link just under the Quick links heading.  Once on that 475 

page, go to the bottom right to find the service projects heading and link to the data input 476 

site. 477 

 478 

For staff, will the system administrator need to allow access for executives to enter the 479 

dashboard? 480 

No, that will all be set up at the national office and will be by position code. 481 

 482 

Will additional volunteers be able to be added in order to view the dashboard? 483 

http://www.scouting.org/
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No, not at this time.  There is a list of positions that will be given the rights to view the 484 

dashboard, and that will be all that will be able to.  However, we will be looking at this list 485 

and will be listening to what councils needs are, and may make adjustments because of 486 

that information.  487 

 488 

Who in a local council office will be able to see the dashboard? 489 

All BSA employees who can log on to MyBSA will be able to get to the dashboard. 490 

Volunteers will be set up as reflected in the access matrix in Section 3.   491 

 492 

 493 

 494 

 495 

 496 
 497 


